Refuge: The Arrival: Book 2

The adventure continues. Millions of Earth humans are transported to a world of magic and
are in the fight for their lives against an evil Ellala Elf Emperor who sees them as soul energy
to extend his life as a lich. But the forces of NATO have brought their weapons along, and its
tanks against wizards, attack helicopters against dragons, nuclear weapons against elder Gods.
The technology of Earth will only work for a short period of time on the new world, due to the
laws of Refuge finally overwhelming the beliefs of the newcomers. So its use it or lose it, and
the humans, under the command of United States Major General Zachary Taylor, use it with a
vengeance. And the humans have brought along allies unlike an seen on Refuge in recent
memory. Immortals of great physical power and an immunity to magic. Centenarian Kurt von
Mannerheim, a veteran of the slaughter on the Eastern Front of World War Two. Ismael
Levine, the Wandering Jew of legend, born prior to Christ. And newcomers, the American
Jackie Smith, and the giant Brit Paul Mason-Smythe. Will they be enough to tilt the balance?
Or will the humans have traded the nightmare of a nuclear ravaged world for one in which
dark Gods prey on their souls? Allies will be gathered, and new enemies made, as technology
fights magic in an effort to gain time and space for the forging of a new kingdom.
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Refuge has ratings and 3 reviews. C.J. said: It's not often you read a book that is truly unique,
and not just a rehash of another same old story. Th. The adventure continues. Millions of Earth
humans are transported to a world of magic and are in the fight for their lives against an evil
Ellala Elf Emperor who. Still, Refuge, both books 1 and 2, sold about 5, copies each, a little
more for 1 , a little less for 2. I really enjoyed writing the series, which is. Part two of the
giveway is over, and we move on to part 3, the second book of the Refuge series. Part 2 went
fairly well, books got out into. The Paperback of the Refuge: The Arrival: Book 2 by Doug
Dandridge at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $ or more!.
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A book tell about is Refuge: The Arrival: Book 2. do not worry, we dont place any sense for
download the book. All of file downloads at ajisignal.com are can to anyone who like. I sure
some webs are post a pdf also, but in ajisignal.com, reader will be take a full copy of Refuge:
The Arrival: Book 2 book. Span the time to learn how to download, and you will take Refuge:
The Arrival: Book 2 in ajisignal.com!
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